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Introduction 
To get started with this guide you should have at least two Hammerspace virtual machines in an 
Azure Resource Group; one or two metadata nodes (Anvil) and one or more data nodes (DSX). If 
you have not yet deployed Hammerspace virtual machines, please start by following the 
instructions Hammerspace Azure Marketplace Deployment Guide.  

This document starts where the Hammerspace Azure Marketplace Deployment Guide left off. 
Once you have Hammerspace up and running in Azure, this guide will cover: 

 Navigating the Management GUI 
 Adding storage systems 
 Managing volumes 
 Configuring SMB shares 
 Configuring NFS exports 
 Mounting shares and exports 
 Accessing data   
 Multi-Protocol file access 
 Automating data management with Hammerspace Objectives 

 

Recommended Prerequisites 
The following prerequisites are strongly recommended to ensure a successful experience 
deploying and configuring the Hammerspace Global Data Environment.  

 Experience with system administration concepts and principles.  
 Experience with cloud concepts and configuration of compute, networking, and storage.  
 Experience with storage concepts and configuration, including file systems and object 

stores.  
 General understanding of networking concepts, configuration of IP addressing and 

routing.   
 Experience with troubleshooting principles pertaining to compute, networking, and 

storage.   
 Experience with command line interfaces.  

 

Hammerspace Global Data Environment 
Hammerspace Global Data Environment consists of two main software instances, a metadata 
node (Anvil) and a data services node (DSX). These can be installed on bare metal, type 1 
hypervisors, and major cloud platforms, such as Microsoft Azure. Together, these two software 
components deliver the following valuable capabilities: 

 Global File System – spanning regions, clouds, geographies without boundaries within a 
corporate security context, without losing AIC 

 Universal Data Access – SMB v2 and 3, NFS v3 and 4.2 
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 Declarative Policy Management – Hammerspace Service Level Objectives. 
 Unification of disparate storage technologies – free from infrastructure limitations. 
 Elastic Scale-Out – linear and non-linear elasticity, grow and shrink following cloud 

consumption model… dynamically grow or shrink footprint. 
 Data Orchestration. 
 Custom Metadata Management – custom metadata tagging, descriptors, and labels. 
 Workflow Automation – combining custom metadata with declarative actions. 
 Active Directory integration – multi-domain, multi-forest support… RFC 2307bis 
 Built-in Active/Active Disaster Recovery. 
 Snapshots, Undelete, and File Versioning. 
 Antivirus. 
 WORM protection. 

 

Anvil 
The metadata node (Anvil) is the control mechanism or brains of the solution. Anvil is 
responsible for managing all the metadata of the global file system. Anvil can be deployed in 
either a standalone or high availability configuration. Additionally, high availability can be 
deployed either within or across Availability Zones.  

  

DSX 
The data services node (DSX) is the worker or enforcement mechanism. It provides several key 
services, such as non-disruptive mobility between storage devices, declarative control 
(Hammerspace Objectives), and front-end protocol access of SMB, NFS, and CSI (Container 
Storage Interface) for applications and end-users. Anvil is also the mount point for SMB 
versions 1, 2, and 3 as well as NFS version 3 and the CSI driver. NFS version 4 due to its highly 
parallel architecture is different. NFSv4 control connections and mount point are handled by 
Anvil while all data connections are directly parallelized from client endpoints to the storage 
devices. Hammerspace adheres strictly to RFCs and protocol standards.  
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Getting Started 
 

Configuration Workflow 
 

1. Logging into the Hammerspace Admin GUI 
2. Validating the deployment  
3. Adding storage system(s) 
4. Creating share(s) 
5. Provisioning users 

 

Accessing the Hammerspace Admin GUI 
Point your web browser (Chrome recommended) to https://portal.azure.com and log in. From 
the Azure management console, navigate to the Resource Group that contains your 
Hammerspace deployment.   
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From the Resource Group, click on the Anvil hyperlink to obtain the IP address of the 
Management GUI. Alternatively, you can also select “Networking” from the navigation pane on 
the left side of the Azure console.  
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Point your web browser to the IP address shown under the Networking heading to log into the 
Hammerspace Management GUI on the Anvil node.  

 

 

Username: admin  

Password: Configured during Azure Marketplace deployment 
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When logging into the Admin GUI for the first time, you will be prompted to accept the EULA 
(End User License Agreement) which can also be found here.  

 

Navigating the Management GUI  
The Hammerspace Admin GUI is divided into six sections, as shown below:   

*  

 

Dashboard 
This is first thing that meets the eyes after logging in. The Dashboard tracks several metrics for 
enhanced visibility of your Hammerspace system.  

 IOPS – Read and Write 
 Bandwidth – Read and Write 
 Metadata IOPS – Read and Write 
 Open File Performance 
 Capacity – Reports the number of storage systems, volumes, shares, and files under 

management.  
 Total – Lists the used and free storage capacity of data under management 
 Growth – Show the trend of data growth 
 Health – Quickly identifies the health status of Hammerspace Clusters, Nodes, Storage 

Systems, Volumes, and Shares.  
 Global File System – Graphs the number of Hammerspace Clusters (Sites) and their 

health.  

The left navigation pane is 
segmented into six distinct areas: 

 Dashboard – described in 
detail in the next section. 

 Mobility – Reports data 
movement between 
underlying storage systems. 

 Shares – Configuration and 
view of shares and exports. 

 Objectives – Powerful 
declarative control over all 
data under management.  

 Infrastructure – Storage 
management 

 Administration – System 
administration tasks.   
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 Cross Site Traffic – Illustrates the amount of traffic between Hammerspace Sites. 
 Alignment – Monitors whether files are aligned (in compliance) with declarative policies 

(Hammerspace Objectives) 
 Mobility Reasons – Identifies the reason(s) for file movement between storage systems 

and sites.  
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Configuration Steps 
Validating the Deployment 
Infrastructure > System 
The first step is to navigate to Infrastructure > System to validate your deployment. This ensures 
that Anvil and DSX are up, communicating with one another, and running the required services.  

 

 

The System tab provides an overview of the Cluster ID, which nodes are running, health status, 
uptime, and the number of connected drives.  

 

Administration > Services 

 

The Services tab validates that the key DSX services are running. You should see the DSX 
hostname and IP address along with a green checkmark for Portal, Mover, and Store services. 
Portal is the client mount point. Mover manages the end-user transparent and non-disruptive 
data movement between the Storage Systems and Volumes you have added to your 
Hammerspace cluster. Store validates that storage services are operational. Finally, the SMB 
and NFS columns should read “Enabled” after a successful installation. They can be 
administratively disabled by moving the slider.  
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Administration > Network 

 

 The Network tab lists IP address information, the node types (Anvil or DSX) and their services, 
MAC Addresses, Link Speed (OSI Layer 2 / Link Layer) and MTU sizes.  

 

Adding Storage 
Infrastructure > Storage Systems 
To add more storage to Hammerspace, navigate to the Storage System tab under Infrastructure 
icon in the left navigation pane. You will see that there is already a storage system present. This 
was added during the CloudFormation deployment.  

 

To add additional storage, simply click the “Add Storage System” button and, in the window that 
opens, select the Type of storage, and fill out the required parameters to connect an additional 
storage system.  
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Hammerspace supports adding multiple storage systems from diverse file systems and object 
stores, open source as well as different vendor technologies. When adding a NAS or file system, 
for example, Hammerspace assimilates the metadata to aggregate disparate underlying storage 
infrastructure into a logical and cohesive global file system. This is this is a key pillar of the 
Hammerspace Global Data Environment.  

 

Example: Adding Azure Blob Store 
Infrastructure > Storage Systems 
To add an Azure Blobstore as a Hammerspace Storage System, navigate to Infrastructure and 
select the Storage Systems tab. You will need your Azure credentials to complete this step.  
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 Click the “Add Storage System”, select “Azure” as the Type and fill out the required form 
fields.  

 Storage account name. 
 Account Key. 
 Endpoint (optional). 
 Proxy Host (optional – if using a proxy). 
 Port (optional – if using a proxy. 
 The next step is to create a volume.  

 

Example: Adding a Volume  
Infrastructure > Volumes 
The Azure Blobstore takes only a moment to pop up after it has been added.  

 

 Select the “Infrastructure” icon from the left navigation pane.  
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 Navigate to the “Storage Systems” tab. 
 Click the “+ Volume” button to the right of “My-Blobstore” to create a new volume.  

 

 Make sure to check the “Volume” checkbox under the Type column.  
 Click the bottom right “Next Step >” button.  
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 DO NOT check the “Shared Volume” checkbox. This is only used for creating a global file 
system, which is a separate configuration step.  

 Click “Next Step >” to proceed.  

 

 Optionally, set a quota limit for the volume (default: Auto – Unlimited).  
 Click “Next Step >”.  

 

 From the “Volumes” tab we can view our newly created volume. 
 Note the format is “storagesystem::container”. This will become significant as well 

discuss Hammerspace Objectives in a subsequent section.  
 The next step is to create a share.  
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Creating Shares 
The Shares section has a built-in file browser that enhances visibility as well as provides the 
tools to create SMB shares NFS exports with rich configuration options. You can also schedule 
point-in-time snapshots and apply Hammerspace Objectives from here.  

Shares > Create Share 
 

 

 From the left navigation pane, select the “Shares” icon. 
 Click the “Create Share” button.  
 Enter the Name of the SMB share and NFS export. 
 Select the desired share size from the dropdown menu.  
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 There are additional optional NFS configuration options as shown in the image above. 
Additional SMB options, including SMB Aliasing.  

 

 

 The “Objectives” and “Snapshot Schedules” tabs are omitted on purpose in this section. 
They are covered in detail in one of the following sections below.  
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 Click “Create” to finalize the configuration.  
 NOTE: You can also schedule snapshots and apply Hammerspace Objectives from this 

configuration window. We will return to Objectives in a later section.  

 

Cross Protocol file access 
Hammerspace supports access to the same data across multiple protocols at the same time, 
both permissions (regular and ACLs) and file locking are supported across NFS v3, SMB and 
NFSv4.2. No special configuration settings are required to enable this functionality. 

Hammerspace supports RFC2307bis for consistent ID mapping across typically Linux and 
Windows environments. 
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Accessing Shares 
Provisioning Users and Access 
To access shares, it is necessary to first provision users. Access to shares is provisioned either 
by creating local users or by integrating with Active Directory.  

Active Directory Integration 
Infrastructure > Active Directory 

 

Hammerspace Active Directory integration support trust relationships, multiple-domain as well 
as multi-forest. Automatic registration into Window DNS is also supported. It is an easy 
configuration step here. It is also possible to add Floating IP addresses when added as part of a 
Hammerspace High Availability cluster.  

Floating IPs will be automatically registered and continually managed with automated 
monitoring of the DNS Host Record and automated updates. Floating IPs that are added, 
removed or offline will automatically trigger updates to the DNS Host Record entry.  

 

NOTE: It is required that the credentials used to join Active Directory have sufficient permissions 
to update DNS records. Updates to the DNS Host Record outside of Hammerspace will be 
overwritten by automated updates 
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Local Users 
Infrastructure > Users 

 

To add local users, navigate to the Users tab from the Infrastructure icon in the left navigation 
pane. Click the “Create User” button, select the SMBACCESS radio button, and fill out the form 
fields below. 

 

Accessing Shares from Windows  
Open Windows File Explorer and right-click the computer icon. Then select “Map network 
drive…” 
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When the “Map Network Drive” window opens, make sure to enter the hostname or IP address 
of the DSX data node followed by the share name.  

 

NOTE: The DSX data node is the mount point for SMB – not Anvil.  

 

Accessing Shares from MacOS  
SMB mount from a MacOS client: 
From Mac Finder enter the Command+K keys or navigate to the top menu bar and hit “Go > 
Connect to Server…”.  
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Enter the SMB UNC path and press “Connect”. The syntax for SMB shares is slightly different 
from Windows. Instead of a backslash, Mac uses forward slashes for the UNC path (as shown 
above).  

 

NFS mount from a MacOS client: 
Mounting NFS v3 from MacOS is similar with one major difference, namely the addition of 
/mnt/data-portal/ to the path. To mount NFS from MacOS, enter the Command+K keys and 
enter the following information:  

 

Press the “Connect” button to finalize the NFS mount.  

 

Accessing Shares from Linux  
NFS v3 
NFS v3 is generally available on all Linux and UNIX platforms and fully supported by 
Hammerspace. The scale-out architecture of DSX Portal nodes is an excellent platform for 
achieving the performance and availability required for Enterprise applications still using NFS 
v3. 

Mounting from a Linux client: 
 

# mount -t nfs -o vers=3 <DSX node>:/mnt/data-portal/<export path> <mount path> 

 

NOTE: The extra /mnt/data-portal path is used for the NFS v3 export path. 
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NFS v4.2 
Mounting shares using NFS v4.2 is slightly different from NFS v3 and SMB. NFS v4.2 exports 
are available from the Hammerspace Metadata Server while NFS v3/SMB exports/shares are 
available from any of the DSX nodes. 

 

NFS v4.2 is a more modern protocol with significant performance improvements. This means 
that only relatively recent Linux versions (for example, RHEL/CentOS 7.5 and newer) have the 
most recent fixes. For some older Red Hat/CentOS Linux versions, Hammerspace have done 
the work to backport the upstream fixes. 

Most Linux versions available in the cloud are capable to mount NFS v4.2. Please contact 
Hammerspace at support@hammerspace.com if you have questions. 

 

Example syntax of mounting NFS v4.2 from a Linux client: 
 

# mount -t nfs -o vers=4.2 <Hammerspace Metadata Server IP/Hostname>:<export 
path> <mount path> 

For further options, please see the Linux man pages. 

Note that Hammerspace does not support NFS v4.0 or v4.1. 

 

Summary 
This guide has covered the following topics: 

 Navigating the Hammerspace Admin GUI.  
 How to validate Hammerspace system configuration and health. 
 Adding storage systems. 
 Configuring volumes.  
 Creating SMB shares and NFS exports. 
 Adding local users. 
 Active Directory integration.  
 How to access data from a Windows client. 
 How to access data from a Mac OS client. 
 How to access data from a Linux client. 

Please turn to the appendices on subsequent pages for additional information and 
configuration options.  
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Appendix A: Data Mobility and Objectives 
Hammerspace is designed to deliver automation, especially as it relates to live data mobility. 
This basic example creates a two tier data placement declarative objective and can be applied 
to shares, directories, individual files, MIME types, or custom metadata criteria. 

To begin, navigate to “Shares” from the left navigation pane. This screen should be familiar from 
creating a Share in the previous section.   

 

 Click the pencil icon on the far right in same row as the share to target.  
 A configuration window will open.  
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 Click the “Add Objective” button. 
 From the “Objective” dropdown menu, select the Objective you wish to apply. 
 Click “Add”. 
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 We have now applied an Objective that will place data on the Blobstore configured in 
previous steps.  

 

 

 By mousing over the green “File Alignment” bar we can view additional details. Green 
informs us that the files are aligned with their applied Objectives.  

 The “On Volumes” column also shows that the data is placed on “My-
Blobstore::demobucket”.  
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 We can also browse the files by clicking on the share name and view that the alignment 
is green there, too.  

 

NOTE: Possible targets include a container (My-Blobstore::demobucket) or one or more 
underlying containers in a storage system (e.g. My-Blobstore). It is also possible to configure 
volume groups and target those for data placement through an Objective. This is a very 
powerful mechanism to make data mobile and completely abstracted from data locality. 
Hammerspace Data Mobility is different from data migration because the data movement is 
completely transparent and non-disruptive to applications and end-users.  

 

IMPORTANT: Any of these values can be changed later and will take effect immediately. Since 
all data mobility is Live and with No Disruption, it is safe to adjust these values without any 
impact to Application data access. 
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Appendix B: Documentation and Resources 
Azure 
Blob Storage 
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/  

 

Compute 
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/?product=compute 

 

Networking 
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/?product=networking  

 

Hammerspace 
Hammerspace Documentation 

https://hammerspace.com/resources/#user-guides  

 

Hammerspace Azure Documents and Resources:  

https://hammerspace.com/azure/  

 

Hammerspace Support 

https://hammerspace.com/support/  

 

 

 

Author: Johan Ballin, Director of Technical Product Management 

Contact: johan.ballin@hammerspace.com  


